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Implications of an Elastic Analysis of In Situ Stress Measurements
Near

the San Andreas

A. MCGARR, M.D.

Fault

ZOBACK, AND T. C. HANKS

U.S. Geological Survey, Menlo Park, California 94025
Twenty-nine measurementsof in situ stress obtained with the hydraulic fracturing technique near
Palmdale, California, are the basis of an elastic analysis of the state of stressin the Mojave Desert
adjacent to the San Andreas fault. The measurementswere made at depthsextendingfrom 80 to 849 m
and at distances from the fault between 2 and 34 km. The elastic solution indicates a state of deviatoric

stresstypical for continentsin that the inferred depth gradientof the maximum shear stressis about 7.9
MPa/km. Extrapolation yieldsan averageshearstressin the upper 14km of the crustof about56 MPa,
a result that is higher than estimatesof the average shear stresson the San Andreas fault based on the
analysisof heat flow data. This findingis consistent,however, with estimatesoffault strengthbasedon
laboratory determinationsof the coefficientof friction for samplesof San Andreas fault gouge if the
regional state of deviatoric stressis limited by the strengthof the fault zone. If so, then the coefficient
of friction of the San Andreas fault zone inferred from the stress field results is about 0.45. The state of

stress does not appear to vary systematically with distance from the San Andreas fault although
considerable localized variation is observed. The observationssuggestan upper bound of about 0.1
MPa/km for the horizontalgradientof the maximum shearstressin the direction perpendicularto the
San Andreas fault, a result that implies a correspondinglimit of about 1.4 MPa on the shear traction
appliedto the baseof the seismogeniclayer. Finally, we demonstratethe potentialapplicationof in situ
stressdata to the direct assessmentof accumulatedslip, which could be releasedin a large earthquake.
We show that on the basisof a model involving a locked fault, extendingto about 22 km, the total fault
slip below the locked portion is less than 13 m. A more comprehensiveset of stressdata could permit
the estimation

of an even lower bound.

INTRODUCTION

The debate concerning the level of shear stress along
major faults, suchas the San Andreas in California, has been
the subjectof many studiesin the last 12 years [e.g., Hanks
and Raleigh, 1980]. The analysis and modeling of heat flow
measurementsin the vicinity of the San Andreas fault [e.g.,
Brune et al., 1969; Lachenbruch and Sass, 1973, 1980] have
played a key role on the low-stress side of the argument in
that they imply levels of shear stress, as averaged over the
top 10-20 km, of the order of 20 MPa or less. The other side
of the debate has been well represented by analyses that
argue for average shear stressescloser to 100 MPa, based on
laboratory measurementsof frictional strength under realistic conditions of temperature and pressure [e.g., Byerlee,
1978; Brace and Kohlstedt, 1980; Hanks, 1977].
The most direct approach to assessinglevels of shear

et al., 1980; Hickman et al., 1982], and, with the enlarged
data set, a meaningfulanalysisof the absolute state of stress
near the San Andreas fault is now feasible. This paper
presentsthe resultsof an elasticanalysisof 29 measurements
made by using the technique of hydraulic fracturing, which
has been extensively discussedby Haimson and Fairhurst
[1970] and others, and then discussessome implications of
the deduced

stress state.

IN SITU STRESSES

We now review the stress data primarily with a view to
deciding how best to analyze them. The stress measurements analyzed here were made at six sites in the Mojave
Desert near Palmdale, California (Figure 1). The resultsfrom
five of these siteshave been reported by Zoback et al. [ 1980]
and Hickman et al. [1982]. These five sites form a profile
stress in the environs of the San Andreas fault involves
approximately perpendicular to the San Andreas fault near
measurementsand analyses of in situ shear stress. To this
the town of Pearblossom, at distances from the fault between
end, stressmeasurementsalong a horizontal profile in the
2 and 34 km. The sixth site near Lake Hughes (Figure 1) is
Mojave desert near Palmdale, California, reported by Zonearly 60 km to the northwest of the profile. Five of the wells
back and Roller [1979], were analyzed by McGarr [1980],
who concluded
that althoughthe dataindicatedsomewhat were drilled into quartz monzonite, and the well MOJ1, to
the southwest of the San Andreas fault, was in the Punchreduced levels of shear stress in the upper 5 km of the San
bowl sandstone formation.
Andreas fault zone relative to corresponding background
The results of the 29 stress measurements
are listed in
values far from the fault, the absolute stress levels, as a
Table 1 and illustrated in Figures 2 to 4. Before discussing
function of depth either near to or far from the fault, could
the magnitudes of the stress components we note that
not be evaluated because the observations
were taken at
Zoback et al. [1980] determined the orientation of the
depths extending only to 230 m.
maximum horizontal principal stress SHmaxto be about N
In the meantime, however, additional measurements have
20øW -+ 15ø, which is at an angle close to 45ø from the local
been made to depths of 850 m in the Mojave desert [Zoback
strike of the San Andreas fault. This direction for SHmax
agrees well with correspondingazimuths of P axes inferred
This paper is not subjectto U.S. copyright. Publishedin 1982by from the focal mechanisms of small earthquakes near Pearthe American Geophysical Union.
blossom (Figure 1) by McNally et al. [1978]. In the coordiPaper number 2B1016.
nate system shown in Figure 1, the component of stress
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of stressvaries as a function of depth z and distancex from
the fault. The data, however, are of almost no value in
discoveringmuch about variations along strike. As will be
seen, the stresses measured at a single depth near Lake
Hughes are reasonably compatible with the profile data.
Thus, while there is no evidence at presentfor changesin the
state of stressalong the strike of the San Andreas fault near
Palmdale, the region is not sampled for finding such an

x--•'-•'--.x. Hughes
HiVisJ•
X •
+
Lancaster

effect.

• - •Z•Pa•dale
+MOd•
Od5
•

_

•C4•

•+

First considerthe dependenceof the shearstressr•y as a
function of depth and horizontal position (Figure 2). Gener-

Pearblossom

- %o4•+XTLR,
MOJ2

ally, thereis a fairly cleartendencyfor r•y to increasewith
depth, althoughwithin limited depth intervalsin severalof

the wells r•y actuallyappearsto decreasewith depth,for
example, in the Hi Vista well (Table 1). The depth depen-

denceof r•yis bestdefinedby thedatafromXTLR primarily
becausethese measurementssample a greater depth range
Fi•. 1. Map sbowin• locations of w•11swb•r• stress measurements were made in the Mojave Dese•. The local strike of the San
Andreas

fault bcrc is about N65øW.

acting on the plane of the San Andreas fault to produce

dextralslip is rxy,whichis givenby

The horizontalvariationof rxyis difficultto assess.In the
topmost 200 m or so (Figure 2), this stress component
appears to increase with distance from the fault. This

increaseof r•y with x at shallowdepthswasdiscussed
and
analyzed by Zoback and Roller [1979], McGarr [1980], and
Hanks [1980]. At greater depths, however, a comparisonof

SHmax-- SHmin
rxy-

than for the other wells.

the Hi Vista data with observations

2

from XTLR

and Lake

Hughessuggests,
if anything,a slightdecreasein r•y with x,
where SHminis the minimum horizontal principal stress.The

although the data from Hi Vista show quite an irregular

stresscomponentrxyis particularlyimportantfor the present variation with depth. Thus it is difficult at present to argue
study partly because of its interaction with the San Andreas for a systematic
changein rxywith distancefrom the San
fault.

Because the measurements were at depths extending to
850 m and at distances from the fault of 2-34 km, the data
listed in Table 1 are well suited to determining how the state
TABLE

Well
XLTR

MOJI

MOJ2

MOJ4

MOJ5

Lake Hughes
Hi Vista

1.

Andreas fault, a point to which we return later. Rather, one
gains the impression from Figure 2 that there may be
considerable

localized

variation

in the stress field.

The two horizontal principal stresses(Figures 3 and 4)

Stressesin the Mojave Desert

SHmin,

SHmax,

x, km

z, in

•'xy,MPa

MPa

MPa

4

266

2.7 _+ 0.3

7.7 _+ 0.2

13.0 _+ 0.6

4
4
4
4
4
4

338
561
681
751
787
849

2.6
5.7
5.9
8.4 _+ 0.5
8.2 _+ 0.3
8.0

7.4
15.0
14.1
18.8
18.3 _+ 0.3
19.3 _+ 0.2

2
2
2
2
2
4
4
4
22
22
22
34
34
34

80
86
134
185
218
149
167
230
73
104
179
140
143
216

0.8
0.3
0.8
0.6
0.9
1.9
1.9
2.9
2.4 _+ 0.3
3.6
5.4
2.9
3.3
5.3

12.5
26.4
25.8
35.6
34.6
35.2

_+ 0.5
_+ 0.6
_+ 1.0
_+ 0.5

2.3
3.0

3.8 _+ 0.8
3.6

3.2
5.6
7.2

4.7
7.3
8.9

5.0

8.8

5.1
8.3

8.9
14.0

4.5 _+ 0.2

9.3 -+ 0.8

6.9
8.1

14.1
18.8

5.7
7.3

11.4
13.9

11.7

22.2

23.5 -+ 1.0

4

460

3.8 -+ 0.5

15.9

32

180

3.2 -+ 0.3

7.4

13.7

32
32
32
32
32
32

227
273
325
493
539
546

2.5
1.4
2.1
6.3
2.7
3.4

7.1
5.8
9.4
12.4
11.8
10.5

12.1
8.7
13.6
25.0
17.2
17.2

*Calculated from Sv = pgz = 26.5 (MPa/km)z [McGarr and Gay, 1978].

o-,/(• = 0.85),

•/(•

= o.75),

Sv*, MPa

MPa

MPa

7.0

23.2
22.4
49.5
41.4
60.9
57.3
59.7
6.9
7.7
10.1
16.3
19.3
13.4
14.6
20.2
6.3
9.4
15.5

20.2

9.0
14.9
18.0
19.9
20.9
22.5
2.1
2.3
3.6
4.9
5.8
4.0
4.4
6.1
1.9
2.8
4.7
3.7
3.8
5.7
12.2
4.8
6.0
7.2
8.6

12.3
12.6
18.9
40.5
16.0
19.9
17.3
28.5

13.1
14.3
14.5

40.2
35.8
29.4

19.7
43.1
36.4
53.1
50.1
52.2
6.0
6.7
8.9
14.2
16.8
11.6
12.7
17.6
5.4
8.1

13.5
10.7
11.0
16.4

35.3
13.9
17.3
15.2
24.8
35.1
31.4
26.0
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SHmin, MPa

eachhavea distribution
similarto thatof the shearstressrxy

in that they appear to increase with depth but show an
ambiguousdependenceon distance from the San Andreas
fault; as before, in the top 200 rn each principal stresstends
1• "X5 5
to increasewith distancefrom the fault, whereas at deeper
levels the oppositetendency is seen.
H
Although the vertical principal stress, with an assumed
depth gradient of 26.5 MPa/km (see Figure 3 of McGarr and
Gay [1978]) is the minimum principal stressin the topmost
400 m or so (Figure 3), it becomesthe intermediateprincipal
stress at greater depths. Not surprisingly, SHmaxis the
greatestprincipal stressat all depths(Figure 4).
C3 ] SYMBOL
WELL DISTANCE
X 'X
T
To summarizebriefly, the existing stressdata (Table 1,
I
2
MOO2
4
Figures 2, 3, and 4) in the Mojave Desert near the San
Andreas fault do not seem to argue for any systematic
H HIVISTA
variation in the state of stresswith distance away from the
San Andreas fault. Furthermore, the good agreement with
S•mi. =2.90 MP• +19.28 (MP•/km)z
X
N
the other data of the stressesmeasured at Lake Hughes
nearly 60 km to the northwest of the profile near Pearblos- Fig. 3. The minimum horizontal stress S•mi, as a function of
som (Figure 1) is consistentwith the assumptionthat the
depth.
state of stress does not vary appreciably along strike.
_

Whatever

horizontal

variation

there is in the state of stress

if it is notgenerallycloseto a stateof failure;that is, any

deformationshouldbe governedby Hooke's law.
FollowingBrace a•d Kohlstedt[1980],we estimatelower
limits on the c•stal strengthby assumingthat the c•st
Vistaareseparated
by onlyabout6 km (Figure1)andrxyat a beneaththe Mojave Dese• is permeatedwith cohesionless
depthof 216 m in the former well is more than twice as large
appears to be dominated by localized changes sometimes
over very short distances;for example, wells MOO5 and Hi

joints of all orientations and then calculate the failure state of
as at 227 m in the latter (Table 1). The state of stressdoes,
stresson the basis of Byedee's [1978] law of friction. FrOm
however, change appreciably with depth (Figures 2, 3, and

4). In particular,•xy,the shearstressthat interactswith the

theseconsiderations,
themaximumprincipalstressrequired

forfailure
e•fisrelated
totheminimum
principal
stress
•3by

San Andreas fault, generally increaseswith depth. Accordingly, for purposesof the analysis to follow, we conclude
1+
that with the present data set it is most realistic to assume
1+
that the state of stressvaries with depth but not coherently
with horizontalposition.
where P is the pore pressureand • is the coe•cient of
friction. For e3 - P < 110 MPa the coe•cient of friction
ANALYSIS

mostappropriate
for a broadvarietyof rocktypes,including

Before applyingthe resultsof the theory of elasticityto the granitic rocks and sandstones,has a value of about 0.85
analysisof the in situ stressdata (Table 1), it_is necessaryto [Byerlee, 1978;Brace and Kohlstedt, 1980]. From the data

verifythatthe rockssampled
canbe treatedas an elastic compiled
by Byerlee[1978]it seemsunlikelythat/x would
medium.Forpresentpurposes,
therockistakento beelastic havean averagevalue significantly
lessthan 0.75 for the
SHmax, MPa

Txy, MPa
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Fig. 2. Thehorizontal
shearstressrxyasa functionof depthand Fig. 4. The maximumhorizontalstressSHmaxaS a functionof
location.

depth.
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not seem to be generally close to a state of failure, we
assumethat it is an elastic medium for purposesof analysis.
The region includedin our analysisis the elastic-brittlelayer
of the Mojave Desert near the San Andreas fault (Figure 1)
but excluding the actual fault zone. Following Lachenbruch
and Sass [1980], this layer is taken to extend to a depth of 14
km, below which temperature-dependentdeformation becomesimportant, thus violating the assumptionof long-term
strength necessary for an elastic analysis [e.g., Brace and
Kohlstedt, 1980; Sibson, 1982].

I

i

If the state of stressdoes not vary horizontally and if the
directionsof the horizontal principal stressesdo not change
with depth, as appearsto be indicatedby the observations
[Zoback et al., 1980], then from results developed by

I

0.6
I

McGarr [1980], each of rxy, SHmin,and SHmax
must be a

I

0.8

I
i

Fig. 5.

The difference between the maximum principal stress

presumably
neededfor failurecr•
f and the measuredvalueof this
component
S• as a functionof depth;cr•
œ(equation(1)) hasbeen
calculated for g = 0.75 and g = 0.85, and the horizontal bars
indicate the range between these two assumptions.

rocks sampled in the wells beneath the Mojave Desert.
Following Zoback et al. [1980] and Hickman et al. [ 1982]the
pore pressure P is taken to be hydrostatic based on the
observationthat the water table is not much below the top of
any of the wells (S. Hickman, oral communication, 1981);
thus P = 9.8 (MPa/km)z.

linear function of depth A + Bz. Furthermore, these depth
functions can be used to extrapolate the state of stressbelow
the domain of the observations, in the top 850 m, to the
bottom of the elastic-brittle layer. We note, however, that
the analysis leading to the result that the stresscomponents
vary linearly with depth assumesisotropicelasticmoduliand
strain compatibility as well as Hooke's law [McGarr, 1980].
These conditions are unlikely to be satisfied everywhere in
the domain of interest, and so our analysis proceedson the
assumptionthat departuresfrom these idealizationsare not
sufficientlycoherent on a broad enough scale to vitiate the
results.

To determine the coefficientsof the linear depth functions
for the horizontal stresscomponentswe have fit regression
lines to the observations (Figure 2, 3, and 4). A fit of A• +

Accordingly,
trlf wascalculated
for eachof the measure- BlZ to rxyyielded(Figure2)
ment sites assumingboth the most likely value of/x of 0.85
and/x = 0.75 for which A = 4.68 and 4.00 [Sibson, 1975] in
(1), respectively. These results, listed in Table 1, can be
compared to SHmaxat each site for the purpose of deciding

rxy= (0.90 ---0.47)MPa+ (7.86 --- 1.18)(MPa/km)z(2)
The depth gradientdeterminedhere for r.•yhas a magni-

tude similar to that found for a much larger data set of
whether or not the rock is close to a state of failure. From
maximum shear stresses measured in southern Africa, Austhis comparison (Figure 5), it appears that the state of tralia, and North America, of 6.6 -+ 1.0 MPa/km, although
deviatoric stress at nearly all of the sites is substantially the intercepts of the fits to the two sets of data differ
below the failure level (Figure 5). The six exceptionsare in significantly[McGarr, 1980]. Thus the inferred gradientfor
the upper 220 m of wells MOJ4 and MOJ5 (Table 1). The rxyin the MojaveDesertappearsto be typicalfor continental
observed state of stress progressesaway from the failure crusts.
state with increasingdepth. As will be seen, the coefficient
A regressionfit of A2 + B2zto SHminresulted in (Figure 3)
of friction of the rock would have to be as low as about 0.45
for the observed stresses to be indicative

of a state of failure.

Such low coefficients of friction, however, are never observed for rocks such as granite and sandstone [Byedee,
1978].
At first glance, the points in the failure regime (Figure 5,

Table 1) seem paradoxical. Earthquakes do not concentrate
near the surfacebeneath the Mojave. More likely, the failure
criterion, equation (1), underestimatesthe true strength of
the upper crust because the assumptionsmay not be completely appropriate. For example, the existing joints and
cracks probably have a nonzero cohesive strength; this
departure from the idealized assumptions leading to (1)
would be more serious near the surface. Similarly, if the
actual pore pressureP is somewhatless than the assumed
hydrostar, the true strength would be underestimated, an
effect that would be especiallymarked at shallow depth. In
short, the points (Figure 5) that plot in the failure regime are
most likely an indication that (1) tends to underestimate the
actual strength of the upper crust rather than a paradox.
On the basisthat the rock beneath the Mojave Desert does

SHmin= (2.90 _+0.60)MPa + (19.28 -+ 1.52)(MPaJkm)z (3)

The standarddeviation of B2 is only 8% of that coefficient
and so the depth gradient of S•min is exceptionally well
determined.

A regressionfit of A3 + B3z to S•maxyielded (Figure 4)

SHmax= (4.69 +--1.40)MPa + (34.94 - 3.54)(MPaJkm)z (4)
Although the standard deviations of the depth gradients
given by (2), (3), and (4) are each acceptably small, there is
neverthelessan unsatisfactoryaspect to the determinations
ofB•, B2, and B3. Namely, these gradientsdepend heavily on
data from the XTLR well, partly becausethis well extendsto
the greatest depth, but also owing to the regularity of the
increasewith depth of the horizontal stresscomponentsat
this site (e.g., Table 1). Measurementsin the seconddeepest
well, Hi Vista, although broadly consistent with the XTLR
results, show an erratic depth dependence(e.g., Figures 2
and 4). Thus the Hi Vista data alone are of little use in

establishingcredible depth gradients, and so some of the
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4-

•

er low values. There are several possiblefactors that might
be responsiblefor the reducedlevel of stressdown this well.
First, thesewere the only measurementsnot made in granitic
rock. Second, this was the only well to the southwestof the

a

t3 ,3
!t

I._•

7

San Andreas fault and is located near the foot of the steeply
rising San Gabriel mountains, where the local topography
might be expected to reduce the horizontal stress components [e.g., Jaeger and Cook, 1976; McTigue and Mei,
1981]. Because of these and other possibilities, it seems
prematureat this time to attribute the low stressesmeasured
in the Punchbowl formation solely to the proximity of this
site to the San Andreas fault (Figure 1).
As an additionalcheck on the possibilityof a systematicx
dependencein the state of stress, the observationswere
divided into two sets, one including measurements made
within 5 km of the fault and the other comprisingdata taken
at x > 20 km. Separate regressionlines having the same
forms as (2), (3), and (4) were fit to the two data sets and F
tests[e.g., Breiman, 1973]were applied to determinewhether or not the data warranted

confidence
3

3

"r-

a model

with

two different

regional stress states. The results of these tests indicated
that two distinct stress states are not required at the 99%

io

-r-

7801

level.

In short, it still seemsmost realistic, after this reexamination, to analyze the stress data assuming no systematic
horizontal variation. At the same time, it should be borne in
mind that there is considerable variability in the state of
stress beyond that implied by equations (2), (3), and (4),
which cannot be explained on the basis of the measurement
errors indicated in Table 1 (Figures 2, 3, and 4).

0

_

.•.

DISCUSSION
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:30

40
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We now explore some of the tectonic implications of
equations(2), (3), and (4), which, we think, are currently the

Average residualsof the stresscomponentsas a function

mostrealisticrepresentationof the regionalstateof stressin

of distancefrom the fault. The calculatedstressesare from equa-

graph,thestress
';'xy
Dduetofaultslipof3.1m atdepths
below22km

the elastic-brittle layer of the crust beneath the Mojave
Desert near Palmdale. All of the following discussionrelies
on our extrapolation of the state of stress downward to a
depth of 14 km basedon measurementsmade only in the top

is shown as a solid line (equation(11)). The dashedline simply

6% of this layer. Althoughsucha substantialextrapolationis

Fig. 6.

tions (2), (3), or (4), and the observations are listed in Table 1. The
numbers by each point indicate how many measurements were
consideredin determining a particular residual. In the topmost

provides an approximate indication of the maximum horizontal

arguably inadvisable, we have neverthelessdecided to proceed on the optimistic assumptionthat equations(2), (3), and
(4) constitute a correct description of the broad-scale stress
state near Palmdale. Part of our justification for proceeding
most important conclusionsof this study, to be discussed, is that the data set (Table 1) that serves as a basis for this
rely very much on data from a single well.
elastic analysis is by far the most comprehensive ever
Before discussingsome implicationsof the state of stress obtained in such a limited region (Figure 1). Thus even
determinedhere, we examinefurther the assumptionthat the though these stress observations may not be well suited in
state of stress is not a coherent function of distance from the
some respectsto inferring the state of stressthroughout the
San Andreas fault. To reassessthe degree of x dependence elastic-brittle layer, they are the best available, and so we
of the stress state, average residuals and their standard feel an obligation to derive as much inference from these
deviations at each of the five distances from the fault were
data as possible. Atthe very least, the following results and
determined by using equations (2), (3) and (4) to calculate implications provide some guidance for planning future
predictedstressesas a function of depth (Figure 6). With the observations.
Average shear stress. From equation (2), the average
exceptionsof the pointsat x = 2 km (MOJ1) for •xyand
SHmax,all of the residuals are within two standard deviations
level of shear stressin the top 14 km of the crust is inferred
of the overall mean. Thus the analysisrepresentedin Figure to be
6 is generallyconsistentwith our assumptionthat the stateof
ßxy= 56 -+ 8 MPa
(5)
stressdoes not vary systematically with distance from the
gradientin •'xythat might escapedetectiondue to the localized
variation

in the observations.

San Andreas

fault.

The most substantialdeparture of the state of stressfrom
the regionalmean (Figure 6) is at x = 2 km in the Punchbowl
sandstoneformation, where all three componentshave rath-

This result is interestingbecause56 MPa is greater by a
factor of between 2 and 3 than the upper bound of about 20
MPa for the average shear stress inferred by Lachenbruch
and $ass [1980] on the basis of modeling heat flow data. 56

7802
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MPa is also about a factor of 2 less than the average shear
stressbasedon laboratory estimatesof the frictional strength
of rocks [e.g., Byedee, 1978]. The discrepancybetween (5)
and the resultsof modelingheat flow is more seriousthan the

S/,/ ---

SHmax+ SHmin

Given that r0 of equation(6) and A2 and A3 of equations(3)
discrepancy
with regardto the laboratorymeasurements
of and (4) are of negligibleimportancethroughoutthe crustal
frictionalstrength,which, as will be seen,can be explained. section, excluding the topmost 500 m or so, the gross
Becauseof the impressiverigor of the argumentbasedon coefficient of friction for the San Andreas fault zone is given

modeling
heatflowdataleadingto an upperboundon rx•in
the upper !4 km of about 20 MPa [Lachenbruchand Sass,
1980], it would clearly be preferableto test this conclusion
by directobservationof the stressfieldratherthan by means
of extrapolation (equation (2)). How deep would stress

by

rxy
S, - P

0.45

(7)

1/2(B2q- B3) - P

measurementshave to be made to distinguishbetween the Aside from the uncertainties associated with Bl, B2, and B3,
heat flow results and (2)? According to (2) the shear stress the pore pressureP is a major sourceof uncertaintyin (7)
rxyis likelyto reacha levelof 20 MPabetween2 and3 km because, unlike the crust outside the fault zone, there is no

depth,andsoit appearsthat in situstressobservations
down direct evidenceregardingP. Becausefault gougestendto
dueto claycontent,thepossibilities
a well 3.5-4 km deep could provide the necessaryinforma- havelow permeabilities

of eithera superhydrostatic
P or subhydrostatic
P certainly

tion.

Tectonic stress state.

It is of interest to compare the

exist. Currently, however, it seemsmost realisticto assume

stateof stressgivenby equations(3) and(4) andthat implied that P is the hydrostat,similarto what is observeddirectlyin
by the tectonic setting of the Mojave Desert. Throughout the wells outside the fault zone in this area. With these
most of the seismogenic layer of the crust the average qualificationsin mind, we note that the coefficientof friction
given by (7) is well within the range of laboratory values
gradientof the two horizontalprincipalstressesis
measured by Morrow et al. [1982].
This discussionof how the level of deviatoric stressmight
2
be limited raises the obvious question of the cause of a
regional shearstress.An alternative versionof this question
whereas the vertically oriented principal stress has an as- is, What would the state of stress be in the absence of the
sumed gradient of 26.5 MPa/km. Thus the intermediate San Andreas fault, or other active throughgoing crustal
principal stress, oriented vertically, is almostexactly the faults in the Mojave Desert? Although we are not in a
average of SHminand SHmaximplyinga state of stressin positionto answerthese questionsdefinitively,we take this
excellent accord with the wrench tectonicsof the Mojave
opportunity to review a model of remote loading that is
B2 + B3

-

27.1 MPa/km

block. More specifically,the ratio (Sv - SHmin)/(SHmax
-- consistent with the observations. Consider the San Andreas
SHmin)has a value of 0.46 from (3) and (4), if the A's are
fault stressprovince as delineated, for example, by Zoback
neglected,whereas,accordingto Hill [1982],wrenchtecton- and Zoback [1980]. To the extent that the state of stressis
ics are indicated if this ratio falls in the range between 0.25
and 0.75.

San Andreas fault zone strength. We now addressthe
questionof what mightlimit the stateof deviatoricstressin
the Palmdaleregion,havingconcludedbeforethat the granitic rocks and sandstonesof this area are generally not near a
state of failure (Figure 5). The mostobvioustectonicfeature
that might limit the crustal shear stressis the San Andreas
fault zone, presumablybecauseits frictional resistanceto
shear displacementis substantiallyreducedby the presence
of clays. For example, Morrow et al. [1982] found that the
coefficient of friction for various saturatedfault gougesand
clays rangedfrom 0.21 to 0.58. If the SanAndreasfault zone
is, in fact, limiting the regional deviatoric stress, then the
state of stressrepresentedby equations(2), (3), and (4) can
be analyzed to infer the coefficientof friction/x of the fault
zone.

We assume that the San Andreas fault zone is in a state of

failure according to the Coulomb [1773] failure criterion,
modified to include the effects of pore pressure

uniform horizontally throughout this stress domain, which
extends for substantial

distances on either side of the San

Andreas fault itself, the loadingthat givesrise to the regional
state of deviatoric

stress must occur at the boundaries of the

domain. As discussedin detail by McGarr [1982],the type of
loading advocated here involves shear tractions applied to
the base of the elastic-brittle layer in a direction normal to
the transition zone separatingthe San Andreas fault province from adjacent stress domains. This mechanismyields
deviatoric stresses that increase linearly with depth
[McGarr, 1982] in accord with observations compiled, for
example, by McGarr [1980]. If this type of loadingmechanism is operative, then the state of deviatoric stressin the
absence of the San Andreas fault would be higher than we
think it is now because the crust would have a greater
strength to resist the boundary loading forces. The deviatoric stresswould still increaselinearly with depth, however,

althoughthe shearstressrxywouldhavegreatermagnitude.
Although the San Andreas fault is perhapsthe most obvious

factor limitingthe level of rxy,the resultthat rxy,as well as

the other deviatoric stress components, increases linearly
with depth is much more likely a consequenceof the remote
where r0 is the cohesive shear strengthand Sn is the loading by means of basal shear tractions than the frictional
componentof stressnormal to the fault plane. The pore strength of the fault zone.
Horizontal stress gradients and basal shear tractions.
pressure
P is takenashydrostatic
asbefore,andsoitsdepth

rxy= r0 + (Sn- P)/x

(6)

gradientis 9.8 MPa/km. Becausethe principalhorizontal Even thoughthe overalldata setmay not indicatea variation
stresses are oriented at about 45ø to the local fault strike

in the state of stresswith distance from the fault, it is entirely

(Figure 1) the normal stressS, is given by

possiblethat sucha variationmay existbut be overwhelmed
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ouslyacross
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x=O

Locked

Fault•

0.2
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section, which extends from the surface to depth w, and
across which no slip occurs between major earthquakes
[e.g., Savage, 1975]. In the appendix we argue that the
trilateration data from networks in the general region of
Figure 1 are most consistentwith

I

Slip= D

22 km

2.5 cm/a

(lO)

A long-term fault slip rate of 2.5 cm/a agreeswell with the
results of studies of the Holocene geology both at Pallett
DISTANCE , km
Creek near Pearblossom [Sieh, 1978] and near Cajon Pass to
Fig. 7. Rates of strain change•xy avergedover five geodetic the southeast [Weldon and Sieh, 1981].
networks and theoretical rates of strain change calculated on the
At first glance, our conclusion that the locked zone
basis of the fault zone model schematicallyillustrated in the upper
extends to 22 km seems at odds with the model employed
right hand side of the figure.
here of an elastic-brittle or seismogeniclayer of thickness 14
I

I

by the 'noise' of the localized effects. It is straightforward,
however, the estimate upper limits to the x dependenceof

the stateof stress.For the componenttxythislimit (Figure6,
top) appears to be

km. This apparent discrepancy, however, is simply an
artifact of modelingthe slip below the locked zone as a single
dislocationline (uniform slip). This singledislocationwould,
in fact, be situated at the 'center of mass' of the actual
distribution of dislocations[e.g., Cottrell, 1953]. Thus 22 km

represents the mean depth of the dislocation distribution
which lies some undefined distance below the actual upper
0x
edge of the slippingportion of the fault (Figure 7).
Before relating these results from the geodetic data to the
The greatestsourceof uncertaintyin (8) involvesthe possibility that the state of stressbelow a depth of 500 m or so stress information, it is necessary to emphasize the nonmay showmuchmore variationwith x than indicatedby the uniqueness and the oversimplified nature of the model.
measurements(Figure 6, top). Equation (8) assumesthat Other modelsinvolving some sort of distributedslip at depth
shallowanddeeplevel stresses
showa similarx dependence. could also yield good fits to the strain data. Furthermore, the
model is too simplein that the San Andreasfault is assumed
One situation that would render (8) incorrect is that B•
(equation (2)) varies significantlywith x. In essence,the to be perfectly straight and the possible effects of other
validity of (8) requiresthat anyx dependenceis dueto a term faults, notably the Garlock, are neglected.Judgingfrom the
geological evidence, however [e.g., Crowell, 1973], this
added to (2) rather than multiplyingthe depth gradientB•
becausethe latter type of x dependencecouldeasilyescape latter deficiency may not be serious.
A major difference between the stress and strain rate
detection. Had the measurements down the Hi Vista well
measurements is that the stress measurements indicate the
been adequatefor the purposeof independentlyconfirming
absolute level to which the rock is loaded, whereas the
the value obtained for B• then (8) could be acceptedwith
geodetic data are sensitive to rates of ongoing geologic
much more confidencethan at present.
Equation (8), if true for the elastic-brittlelayer, impliesa processes.To relate the strain accumulationmodel of Figure
corresponding
limit on the basal sheartraction •'yz(z = 14 7 to the in situ stresseswe must assumethat slip at depth has
km). Consider a block that is long in the y direction parallel built up over a given period of time. Perhaps the most
straightforwardassumptionis that slip has accumulatedat a
to the strike of the San Andreas fault, 1 km wide in the x
direction, and 14 km deep. Static equilibriumrequiresthat rate of 2.5 cm/yr sincethe time of the great 1857 earthquake
theshear
the force on this block in the y direction due to the gradient (M = 8-•)or for about124years.Thuswe compute
0•y

< 0.1 MPa/km

(8)

of •'xyin thex directionbebalanced
by anopposite
forcedue
to the component
of shearstress•'yzactingon thebaseof the
block. Thus for the basal shear traction, from (8),

ryz(z = 14km) -< 1.4 MPa

(9)

This rather low bound on the basal shear stress may be an

important constraintfor modelsthat involve a partial decoupling of the seismogeniclayer from the lower crust [e.g.,
Lachenbruch and Sass, 1973, 1980;Prescott and Nut, 1981].

Fault loading and stress distribution. To relate the in

stress•xyfor a totalfault slipof 3.1 m at depthsbelow22 km.
The contributionto •-xydue to fault slip is [e.g., Cottrell,
1953]

O_

GD(w- Z)

rxy- 2'rr[(w
- Z):+x:]

(11)

where G is the modulus of rigidity.

Toevaluate
r•yO
forcomparison
withthestress
datainthe
uppermostcrust, we set z = 0, D = 3.1 m, w - 22 km, and G

situ stress observations to the strain accumulation across the

= 30,000 MPa and allow x, the distance from the fault, to

fault zone or, equivalently, the potential slip of a future
earthquake, it is necessaryto consider a specificmodel of
fault slip at depth. Becauseof (9), it seemsinadvisableat
present to analyze models involving a partially decoupled
seismogenic layer on top of a ductile layer of broadly
distributed slip [e.g., Prescott and Nur, 1981]. Rather, we
considerthe more usualmodelfor which slip occurscontinu-

vary. The result of this calculation is shown in the top
portion of Figure 6, where we seethat the possiblecontribu-

tionto r•yfromdeepsliponthefaultvariesfrom0.67MPa at
the fault to 0.19 MPa at a distance of 35 km. It is clear that

with the existing 'noise,' or unexplainedlocal variation in
the stressdata, there is no possibilityof detectingsucha slipinduced stress change.
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The stressobservationscurrentlysuggestan upperbound

Note, however, that the average shear stressresidualsfor
wells at x = 4 and 32 km, which cover a much greaterdepth
range than at the other three distances,indicate a reduction

onthegradientof shearstress•xyin thex direction(Figure1)

6). Although this observed reduction is not statistically
significant,this apparent agreement regarding the reduction

the elastic-brittlelayer of 1.4 MPa.
Finally, our demonstration of how the in situ stress

in rxybetweenmeasurements
in the deeperholesand (11)

observationscanbe analyzedto placeboundson the potential for slip duringa major earthquakemay prove to be of

of about0.1 MPa/km. This boundon the horizontalgradient
in rxywith increasing
x similarto that impliedby (11) (Figure implies rather low limits on the sheartraction at the baseof

suggeststhat making measurementsin relatively deep wells
might be one meansof reducingthe 'noise' in the stressdata

considerableimportanceif meansare found to estimatethe x

to thelevelat whichthecontribution
dueto rxy
ø (equationdependence(Figure 1) of the state of stresssomewhatmore
(11)) would be detectable. Another advantage to making

precisely.The upperboundon accumulatedslip of about 13

deepmeasurements
forpurposes
of determining
rxy
ø isthat m is about a factor of 3 greaterthan the slip estimatedby
Sieh [1978] to have occurredduring the great 1857 earthquake near Pearblossom.Thus, a factor of 3 or 4 improvement in our ability to resolve horizontal stressgradients
detecting
our estimate
of rxy
ø, in situmeasurements
are mightprovide the meansof directlyestimatingaccumulated
capable, at least in principle, of yielding direct information fault slip at depth.
about the loading on locked sections of the fault and, in
particular, the correspondingaccumulatedslip. Even with
APPENDIX'
MODELING HORIZONTAL
STRAIN
the available stress information, it is possible to at least
ACCUMULATION

the magnitude of this stress contribution increases with
depth z (equation (11)).
Although the presentdata setis inadequatefor purposesof

estimate upper limits on the amount of accumulatedslip at
depth, assumingthat the model utilized here (Figure 7) is
appropriate. One method of estimating such a limit is to
consider the total changein shear stresswith distancefrom
the fault implied by (11). If we set z = 0, then the total

change
fromx = 0 to x >> w is theoretically
Arxy
ø = GD/

In brief review, the accumulation of shear strain near
Palmdale is broadly distributed over the San Andreas fault.
Analysis of triangulation data measured in 1932 and 1952
(before the Kern County earthquake of 1952) indicates that
at distances 40 km from the fault the rate of dextral

tensor

2•rw. In view of the shear stressresiduals(Figure 6), it seems shear-strainaccumulationis roughly half of its value of about
likelythatif Arxy
ø wereaslargeas3 MPatherewouldhave 0.3/x strain/a next to the fault [Thatcher, 1979;W. Thatcher,
beena noticeable
effect.Thusif rxy
ø < 3 MPa,thenforw = private communication, 1981].
Because estimates of strain accumulation from triangula22 km, D < 13 m. Although this rather large bound on
accumulated slip is not at all reassuringfrom the viewpoint tion data have large uncertainties, we have attempted to
of seismic risk, this calculation serves, nevertheless, to refine the determinationof the pattern of strain accumulation
illustrate how improved stress information in the future on the basis of more recent trilateration results reported
might provide useful indicationsof the potential for seismic by Savage et al. [1981] and King et al. [1982]. Table
2 listsaverageratesof tensorshearstrainaccumulationgxy
displacement.
as determined within four subdivisions of the Tehachapi
network by King et al. [1982] largely to the northeast of
CONCLUSIONS
the fault and within the Los Padres network, mostly to the
To the extent that the state of stressin the generalvicinity
southwest. Also, listed are the average distances of each of
of Palmdale does not vary systematicallyin the horizontal the five networks from the San Andreas fault as well as the
'standard deviations'
•r of the benchmark distances.
directions, and given that the rock beneath the Mojave
Desert does not appear to be generallycloseto failure, then
The average rate of strain accumulation within each
from the theory of elasticity the stresscomponentsmust be network is shown as a function of distance from the San
linear functionsof depththat are readily determinedfrom the Andreas fault in Figure 7. We see that the trilateration data
data (equations(2), (3) and (4)). If the precedingconditions are at least qualitatively consistent with the triangulation
hold, then these functions describe the stressfield through- results in that a broad region of strain accumulation is
out the elastic-brittlelayer, assumedhere to have a thickness indicated.
of 14 km. The depth gradient of the shear stress,7.86 +--1.18
To analyze the observedpattern of strain accumulationin
MPa/km, is typical of what has been found for continental conjunction with the deduced shear stress, we fit a simple
crustal sections. Furthermore, the inferred state of stress is model of uniform fault slip below a locked region of no slip
in good accord with the regionalwrench tectonicsin that the extendingfrom the surfaceto a depth w. The rate of dextral
intermediate vertical principal stress is almost exactly the shear strain accumulation for such a model is [Savage and
average of the two horizontal principal stressesthroughout Burford, 1973]
most of the crustal section.If the regionaldeviatoric stressis
limited by the strength of the San Andreas fault zone, then
its inferred grosscoefficientof friction is 0.45, a findingthat
is consistentwith laboratory results.
The average level of shear stressof 56 MPa (equation(5)) where/) is the annualrate of fault slipbelowdepthw. By
in the top 14 km, inferred from the observations,is a factor usingthe straindataof Table2, we shallevaluate/) andw.
of nearly 3 greater than the correspondingupper boundthat
Because equation (A1) is appropriate for point measureresultsfrommodeling
heatflowmeasurements,
Evenif •x•is ments of strain rate, whereas the observations are averages
reduced by 2 standard deviations to 40 MPa, a discrepancy over networks, it is necessary to convert (A1) into an
of a factor of 2 remains.
expression for strain rate as averaged over a distance

gxy
= 2rrw2+ x2

(A1)

MCGARRET AL.' ANALYSISOF STRESS
NEARTHE SAN ANDREASFAULT
TABLE

2.

Network

Strain Accumulation Near San Andreas Fault

gxy,/xstrain/a

Distance,*

tr (Distance),

km

km

Palmdale

0.180 +_ 0.01

-0.3

S.A. Region
Tehachapi

0.170 + 0.01
0.105 + 0.01

4.1
17.0

10.4
20.2

3.6

Los Padres
Sub Garlock•-

0.105 _+ 0.01
0.085 + 0.02

-19.7
31.0

19.7
21.1

*Distancesto the northeastof the fault are positive.
?NamedGarlock by King et al. [1982], but not the sameas the

Garlocknetworkdiscussed,
for exampleby Savageet al. [1981].

interval. Integrationof equation(A1) yields for the average
strain rate

-

exy
- 2'n(x2
- x•)

tan-•

w

tan-• --

w

(A2)

where x• and x2 define the distance interval over which the
average is taken.
To a first approximation, four of the networks listed in
Table 2 extend in one direction from the San Andreas fault.
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is in good agreementwith the more exact determination of w
summarized

in Table

3.

We conclude from Table 3 and Figure 7 that the model in
best agreementwith the strain data in the general vicinity of
Palmdale

has
w = 22 km

(A3)

/5 = 2.5 cm/a

Note added in proof. A more exact and comprehensive
analysisof the problem discussedin the appendixis presented by King et al. [1982].
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